
 

Spy on a Fly? 

You need a sly eye 
to try and spy on a fly. 

It can fly sky high, 
then quickly fly by. 

But why would a guy 
want to spy on a fly? 

 A fly is not shy  
when it spies on my pie! 
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“Y” Vowel Word Family 

 
b + y = by 
m + y = my 
sh + y = shy 
tr + y = try  
sk + y = sky 
fl + y = fly 
sl + y = sly 

sp + y = spy 
wh + y = why 
gu + y = guy 

eye = eye 
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Phonics in Five 
 

“Y” Vowel Word Family 
 

 Preparation: Copy the two activity sheets back to back so you have 2-sided sheets. 

 

 Suggested Procedure and Dialogue (after the activity sheet is distributed to class): 

 

 Part 1 – Start with side having the poem “Spy on a Fly”. 

 

 “Class, we’ll begin by echo reading the poem Spy on a Fly. I say, then you say. Put your finger on 

 You, and follow along as we read.”  

 

 Read poem one line at a time. Entire class echoes teacher after each line. When reading is done: 

 

 “Normally we think of the Y as a consonant with the sound Yuh, as in yellow or yo-yo.  

 But sometimes Y acts like a vowel having the sounds of the vowel I. Sometimes it is a short I sound, 

 as in gym or gymnasium. Most of the time it is a long I sound, like many of the words we just read.” 

 

 Part 2 - Turn sheet over to “Y” Vowel Word Family list. 

 

“These are words in the Y Vowel Word Family. We just read them in the poem. They all have the 

 long I sound. Let’s practice sounding them out. We’ll begin with the first word below the fly. Finger    

 on the b and repeat after me. Buh… I… by (wait for response). Now trace the word by (pause to   

 allow tracing). Next word.” 

 

 Repeat the process for each word with a somewhat steady rhythm. Note the last word “eye” is     

 irregular. Explain it doesn’t follow any particular rules. However, both e’s are silent. 

 

 Part 3 - Turn sheet over to poem side again. 

 

“Let’s echo read the poem again and circle all of the words in the Y Vowel Word Family as we go   

 along.” 

 

 With each line allow a slight pause to give students time for circling the words. 

 

 Finish  

 

 Complete the lesson by quickly reviewing the correct choices of words circled, or simply have the   

 students write their names on their sheets and pass them in. 
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